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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Section.

6. (a) Obtain the expression of emf generated

in fractional pitch concentrated a

distributed winding. 9

(b) Why does total weight of field copper

decreases with increase in no. of poles in

DC machine ? 6

Section D

7. Draw a flow chart for overall design of

3-phase IM. The design must include :

(a) Winding design

(b) Loss efficiency

(c) Conductor size

(d) Temperature rise. 15

8. What is the role of damper bars in the

alternator ? Write a computer program for the

field winding design a 3-phase alternator. 15
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Section A

1. (a) What are the factors those limit the design

of machine ? 7

(b) Write a short note on enclosure of

electrical machine. 8

2. (a) What is conduction, radiation, convection

and thermal resistance ? Derive its

expression. 9

(b) A copper bar of 0.6 m length and 18 mm

diameter is insulated with micanite tube

of 2 mm thick having 10 m thermal

resistivity which fit hightly around the

rotor bar in rotor slot of IM. Calculate

the loss that pass copper bar to iron if.

temperature difference is 35ºC. 6

Section B

3. (a) What is the Carter’s gap co-efficient ?

What is kgs ? What is its relation with

Carter’s co-efficient ? 6

(b) Calculate mmf required for the air gap

of a machine having core length 0.4 m

including 5 ducts of 12 mm, Pole

arc = 0.2 m, slot pitch = 66 mm, slot

opening = 6 mm, air gap length = 6 mm,

flux/pole = 50 mWb. Given Carter’s

co-efficient is 0.18 for opening/gap = 1

and is 0.28 openin/gap = 2 for Duct. 9

4. (a) What is Leakage Flux ? Define leakage

co-efficient. 6

(b) Derive an expression for “spacific

performance of magnetic circuit in

electrical machine”. Define leakage

permeance. 9

Section C

5. (a) Explain the term “Cross Fluxing” in

transformers. 5

(b) What are the different methods of cooling

at transformers ? 10
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